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Elizabeth Perrotte 

Art’s Unruly Edges 

‘What do we need?’ a question interrogated by eco-critical thinkers in fraught times of existential and 
environmental predicament.  Art and aesthetic modes of orientation are proposed, not for solace or 
safe detachment, but as potent critical agents to unsettle and contest the most deeply rooted 
structures (epistemologies and visual regimes) which continue to shape damaging social relations 
with ‘world’.  What is needed is critical thinking that shakes the very foundations of ‘we’, to question 
human exceptionalism and given boundaries of human identities.  Arts can help open awareness to 
the porosity of nature and culture, become attuned to the lively, queer, intra-actions of multi-species 
bodies and materialities.  

Current curatorial work in the spaces of the Austin Desmond gallery London, working in collaboration 
with l’étrangère gallery, contributes to important intellectual work of entanglement by presenting a 
powerful selection of subversive aesthetic orientations.  The art works choreographed here ‘cultivate 
arts of noticing’ to reveal complex and uncanny connections running through ecologies, 
temporalities, materialities.  Experimental works in diverse media, provide ‘thick’ intimate, fully 
implicated accounts of artists’ perceptions and sensations within complex environments.  These 
environments range through real and imaginary, past, present and envisaged future.   

The creative ‘assemblage’ of exhibitions Wild Traces and Chrysalides, entangles radical practices of 
Polish artists Tatiana Wolska and Barbara Levittoux-Swiderska with works by 20th century British 
artists such as Eileen Agar, Peter Lanyon, John Piper, Graham Sutherland, Fay Godwin, Prunella 
Clough, William Scott, Keith Arnatt, Barry Flanagan. Experienced in tandem, the exhibitions reveal 
strategies and formal dynamics shared by artists from different generations, shaped by and 
responsive to specific cultural contexts.  Although richly diverse, all works explore the permeable 
boundaries, unruly edges, precarious limits of nature and culture.  Dialogues between the works 
reveal drives to destabilise bodies and entrenched positions; undo familiar human measures of scale 
and time; braid speculative imagination with potent material affects. This is a gathering of urgent 
‘matterings’ and ‘worldlings’, created by artists at times of great need. 

 Polish artists Wolska and Levittoux-Swiderska have frayed the edges of thought and process, 
working across diverse media: drawing, painting and sculpture.  The unruly edges between their 
practices reveal shared determination to find forms for more-than-human agency. Wolska’s 
biomorphic drawings and sculpture; Levittoux-Swiderska’s metaphysical paintings and woven 
sculptures, trace and find form for various, diffractive forces of growth and entropy. 

Chrysalides presents a series of Tatiana Wolska’s works on paper: ‘abstract’ drawings which gestate 
ambivalent, biomorphic, mecanomorphic, forms, shimmering with vital movements, uncanny life.   
They extend a Surrealist legacy of exploratory, automatic drawing, visible in the Wild Traces exhibition 
through dream-like biomorphism of Eileen Agar, Graham Sutherland, Prunella Clough.  Wolska’s 
generative drawing has much in common with the psycho-tropic drawings of post-War German artist, 
Wols.  But, compared with the fragility, ‘self-digestions’ and ‘wounded’ quality of Wols’s cellular 
worlds, Wolska’s creations show intrepid fungal strength; expansive potential to thrive, to burgeon.  
Wolska’s drawings are vertiginous; their graphic forms and dynamic marks seem unmoored from 
human measures of scale or stable viewing points. Each of the diverse forms has the potential for 
multiple becomings. They could be topographies charting posthuman worlds: re-wilded mountains, 
desolate ravines, deep oceans. They suggest immersive close-ups of out-of-control organic 
undergrowth, mouldy rhizomatic overgrowth. They might be under-the-microscopic visions of mutating 
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cells and viruses. The fine stratifications, hatchings in pen and ink, the luminous, overlapping 
washes of colour, indicate revved-up geology: fast-growing crystals or the seismic folding of tectonic 
plates.  There is a further possibility that the high-tech sheen and supernatural vortices of the orifice 
shapes, present in her blue and red crayon drawings, mark thresholds to new virtual worlds of 
unstoppable, digital replication.   

The compulsive seriality and concentrated, fine classificatory detail of Wolska’s drawings carry traces 
of an Enlightenment epistemology. There is a faint haunting of early botanical illustrations, colonial or 
scientific specimen studies. But, the feral force of Wolska’s future-nature, throws off any remnants of 
that mastering visual regime. Her lively subjects thrust outwards from the ground of the paper, 
unbounded, un-classifiable. This capacity for take-over is fully realised by her performative, expansive 
wall drawings, one of which she has unleashed, in the basement exhibition spaces of the Austin 
Desmond gallery. Writhing, thrusting, rhizomatic growths rupture the architectural logic and frame of 
the gallery. Drawing takes on sculptural force, fully occupying space as an installation, surrounding, 
capturing other works or visitors.  A knotty limb of this ‘body without organs’, climbs the walls of the 
stairway to extend itself into the Wild Traces exhibition.  It is a gesture towards ruination of the white 
cube environment and its culture of modernity. 

Wild Traces reveals the prescience of 20th century British artists who developed a similar apocalyptic 
syntax of future-ruination in response to destructive technologies and global warfare.  Hostile 
interpenetration of nature and culture is present, for example, in Paul Nash’s dark lithographic vision 
of Dymchurch’s industrial shores, The Tide, Dymchurch, 1920. The relentless, mechanical force of 
barrelling waves torque across space and time in rhythm with Wolska’s tumultuous wall growths. 
Across the gallery space, a Graham Sutherland drawing, Untitled, 1973, in pen and ink and vibrant 
green watercolour, presents another form of mysterious kinship with Wolska’s predatory plant 
creatures.  Sutherland’s uncanny hybrid is bristling with menace, an animistic totem, a thorny tree 
growth-become-warrior.  It is, at once, primitivist and a sci-fi futuristic.  Connectivity between this 
posthuman, post-nuclear being with the cycles of environmental/planetary energies, is signalled 
through the intersection of an extended root-limb with a green, mouldering sun. 

Strong plangent rhythms, entwine Wolska’s drawings with two great works here by Peter Lanyon: a 
late gestural painting, Baroque, one of many works he made after 1959 to represent altered 
perceptions gained through his gliding experiences over the coasts of Cornwall, and a rare, early, 
photogram, Photogram with a Red Object, 1944.  This, camera-less photographic image reveals 
Lanyon’s close response to and kinship with Naum Gabo’s constructions in the celebrated new 
material, perspex.  Both Gabo and Lanyon were excited to navigate unruly edges between science 
and art.   Lanyon’s unique photogram entangles ideas of sculpture, drawing and the indexicality of 
photography.  He generated a powerful wave formation from arching a piece of found plastic/metal 
mesh exposed to UV light over the sensitized paper.  He then amplified suggestions of sea-foam by 
scratching another wave-like line of light over the negative shadow image.  Under this dynamic wave 
form, he painted in a small mysterious red pulse of colour, part foetus, part seahorse, part 
hieroglyph, as a living marker in black, abyssal ocean space.    

Both Lanyon and Wolska found ways of recalibrating phenomenology, suggesting altered states of 
bodily awareness open to environmental affects. Lanyon’s fascination with diffractive forces is 
marked by the varied rhythms of spiralling mark-making, wave-like formations of water or air, which 
continue to eddy from the early photogram through to the later gliding painting (hung next to each 
other in Austin Desmond’s Wild Traces).  Diffraction is a key concept running through the theoretical 
arguments of contemporary physicist and ecosophist, Karen Barad.  In her acclaimed book, Meeting 
the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning. Barad calls 
hails diffraction as a means of ‘figuring ‘difference’, embracing ‘interference to understand the 
unruly edges of being’.  Diffraction is fully relational and performative.  Through diffraction, subject 
and object relations are not understood as separate but emerge through ‘intra-actions’.  Diffraction 
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is about ‘patterns of difference’ that can ‘make a difference’; ‘‘diffraction not only brings the reality 
of entanglements to light, it is itself an entangled phenomenon’.  

Our passage to and from the exhibitions Wild Traces and Chrysalides is shrouded by a large painting 
Smoke, Dym, 1977, by Levittoux-Swiderska, hung opposite the gallery entrance.  It is identifiable as a 
form of landscape, mostly skyscape, overwhelmed by a vast, heavily laden mushroom cloud which 
hangs ominously over a small industrial complex of buildings, pumping dark smoke skywards from 
their chimneys. It is like a scene of ‘reciprocal capture’ the mushroom cloud being like a giant udder 
on which the factories below are suckling.  By comparison to the exuberant, expansive matterings of 
Wolska’s drawings, everything about the materiality of this work feels entropic. Muddy runs of brown 
paint leak from the cloud and stain into surfaces.  Devoid of figuration or sense of vitality from 
gestural brushwork, the painting seems be retracting, almost breathing in toxic ‘slow violence’  There 
is a sense of premonition, a feeling of menace which is amplified through relationships with other 
works of art in the room.  Mysterious osmosis takes place with an abstract grey and white gouache 
and watercolour, Untitled, 1961, by William Scott or the oil painting by Prunella Clough Black Flower,
1993.  Reverberating with the Levittoux-Swiderska and Clough, the abstract forms of the Scott take 
on more environmental, landscape associations. A white circle, suspended in a grey atmospheric 
space, becomes more cloud or moon-like; the loose spotting of white gouache is suggestive of a fall 
of thick precipitation.  The looming silhouette of Clough’s Black Flower also rhymes with Levittoux 
Swiderska’s mushroom cloud of smoke, a veritable Fleurs du Mal. spewing out white spores into the 
heavily textured space of its shadowy world.  

Karen Barad claims that ‘matter fell from grace’ after the bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a time 
when images of mushroom clouds seared into collective consciousness: ‘In an instant, in a flash of 
light brighter than a thousand suns, the distance between heaven and earth was obliterated, 
physically crossed by the mushroom cloud reaching into the stratosphere. ‘I am become death, the 
destroyer of worlds’.   Barad writes about the strange cultural and environmental entanglements of 
meanings and the matter of mushrooms.  She points out that mushrooms are the ‘ultimate 
pharmakon’, associated with sustenance and healing but also contamination and death. After the 
bombs, there were stories that the first thing to emerge in the ‘blasted landscape’ was a matsutake 
mushroom.  There are also accounts of mushrooms thriving in the radioactive environments of 
Chernobyl, ‘radiotropic’ fungi adapting to use melanin ionization as an alternative to photosynthesis 
for food.  There is even scientific speculation that cloud cover in the Amazon gathers over areas of 
mushroom growth, attracted by increased potassium in the atmosphere.   What interests Barad is 
there is not just ‘a homology between terrestrial and atmospheric mushrooms; rather there is an 
uncanny material topology, each inhabiting the other…’ 

This gallery text celebrates thinking about ‘unruly edges’ invoking the companionship of acclaimed 
feminist eco-critical thinkers/writers: Anna Tsing, Donna Haraway and Karen Barad.  Haraway urges 
the importance of finding kin, working collaboratively, ‘co-becoming with others’ This spirit of 
companionship is a strategic driver for these parallel exhibitions.  Through the selection and staging 
of relationships, the curators reveal potential kinship between creative practices across generations, 
environments and cultural perspectives.  Tracing past practices of attentiveness and agential 
thinking contributes to finding fresh ways to re-craft ways of being human at this time of pressing 
need. 
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